Application Bulletin
Steel Production Offers Many Opportunities for LAKOS Separators
Mittal Steel Depends Heavily On LAKOS To Keep Key Processes Running Efficiently
Application:

Plate Steel Manufacturing Processes

System Identification: Variety of LAKOS Industrial Separators (JPX and JPL)
Solids/Liquid:

Descaling Water Wash and Furnace Feed

Problem/Challenge:

Keeping the plate steel making processes running efficiently with no downtime

Background:
Few industries feature as many natural applications for LAKOS Separators than does the steel industry, and
perhaps no single steel mill has implemented more solutions in these areas than the Mittal Steel plant located
in Burns Harbor, Indiana (formerly Bethlehem Steel). Approximately 40 LAKOS Separators have been
installed at this location since it opened in 1964. As of 2006, more than 25 were in operation in the plant,
including:
· No. 1 Plate Leveler (photo A); protecting the coolant water roller
· Hot Plate Transfer Entering Leveler (photo B shows LAKOS in background) and Exiting
Leveler (Photo C); protecting the cooling beds
· Leveler in Heat Treatment Oil Cellar (photo D)
· No. 4 and 5 Plate Transfer (photo E)
· System Hot Well (photo F)
· Descale Pump Room; where heavy, coarse sand is removed by a LAKOS (photo G), protecting the
descaling pumps
· Descale Pump Lube Heat Exchangers (photo H); protecting the heat exchangers
As 39-year millwright veteran (as of 2007) Joe Saikin puts it, “The great thing about a LAKOS Separator is
that you put one in and then you forget about it. They keep our systems running without a hitch and with no
downtime. The extended life they have given to our descaling pumps has been invaluable to our operations,
and since it can cost up to $150,000 to overhaul or repair a descaling pump, that is a huge deal.”
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Profile On The Burns Harbor Steel Mill
As of 2007, Mittal Steel Burns Harbor Plate Inc. is a steel
plate mill located in Burns Harbor, Ind. approximately 50
miles southeast of Chicago, Ill. The plant operates two
blast furnaces and is capable of producing 4.7 million
tons of raw steel annually. Mittal Steel USA Burns Harbor
was formerly a Bethlehem Steel plant and has stood on
its site since 1964. There is both a 160” plate mill and a
110” plate mill. The 160” plate mill has accelerated
cooling capability and an in-line plate leveling capability
for production of precise weight plate.
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Other Mittal Steel Locations Using LAKOS Separators
In addition to the Burns Harbor steel mill, LAKOS is also installed in several other Mittal locations around the world.
Mittal Mexico --- One LAKOS Separator was already installed in this steel mill in Lazaro Cardenas in late 2006, with several
more to follow. Contact LAKOS for more information.
Mittal Saldanha, South Africa --- Several LAKOS Separators were installed in 2006. Refer to the next page for details.
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Mittal Steel Plant, Saldanha, South Africa
The Saldanha plant installed four LAKOS Model JPX-4200 Separators in 2006. Each includes a Model APP-30
auto pinch valve. The four Separators are installed in parallel with a total flow of approximately 25,000 gpm
being split between the four units.

Application: Scale Removal
Process water is used for de-scaling the hot steel prior to rolling it into sheets. This water flows to an existing
scale pit.
The scale pit allows for settling. A large scoop to dredge the pit (to remove the large, bulk scale) is used, but a
large quantity of coarser scale particles get past this system and flow into large sand filters. The sand filters are
meant to protect the large cooling towers…which cool the water prior to returning to the process.
The sand filters are designed for fine particle removal, but without a LAKOS Separator they get plugged
through the influx of coarser particles. Previous to the LAKOS installation, this caused substantial downtime for
manual cleaning and a large waste of water due to frequent back flushing. As a result of having to frequently
bypass the sand filters, the water being returned from the cooling towers (to the process) was of poor quality,
resulting in excess wear and tear on piping, pumps, valves and nozzles. Nozzle blockage and excess labor to
manually clean the tower basins (some 600 tons of scale in four months) also contributed to extremely high
operating/maintenance expenses.

Solution:
The four LAKOS Separators were installed after the scale pit to capture 70 micron and larger scale particles.
The removed solids are purged into an open hopper. The excess water can return to the pumps’ suction via
gravity. The mill’s goal is to capture two hopper loads of scale per day (24 hours).

Results:
The installation was completed in 2006, and as of 2007 the results are very good. Additional enhancements -such as a purge diffuser and a hopper decant system -- are planned for 2007.
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